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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ) Label Monitoring Survey was initiated 

with the intention of developing an ongoing monitoring system for food labels as part of the 

FSANZ Evaluation Strategy 2001-2003 (FSANZ 2001).  The survey reported here was 

undertaken as a pilot project (Phase 1) and provides baseline data for an ongoing Label 

Monitoring Survey. 
 

The Australia New Zealand Food Standards Code, Volume Two (‘new Code’), was gazetted 

in December 2000, with a two-year transition period ending December 2002.  In June 2002, 

the Australia New Zealand Food Standards Council approved a 12 month stock-in-trade 

provision for foods manufactured prior to 20 December 2002.  Foods manufactured directly 

in-store were allowed to continue being labelled as before for another twelve months.  A 24 

month provision was also given for long life foods (shelf life greater than 12 months). 
 

Data collection for this Phase 1 survey was separated into two stages. Stage 1 collected data 

before the Code came into effect as the sole set of regulations on 20 December 2002 and 

covered the sampling period from 1 July 2002 to 20 December 2002. Stage 2 of the baseline 

survey was delayed to take into account the stock-in-trade provisions, with data collection 

being from 1 July 2003 to 31 December 2003.  

 

The objective of the Phase 1 survey was to assess changes in label information on products 

sampled across a range of fourteen food categories, for 2.5% of foods available for retail sale 

in Australia and New Zealand, during the last 6 months of the transition period to the new 

Code (Stage 1) and towards the end of the 12 month stock-in-trade period (Stage 2). 

Specifically this survey aimed to determine: 

 

• the proportion of labels appearing to indicate transition to the new Code labelling 

requirements as of June 2002 (up to and including Amendment 60);  

• the degree of consistency with the new Code labelling requirements for a selected 

range of label elements for those labels appearing to have been produced to the new 

Code; 
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• where labels were inconsistent with the new Code, the nature of the inconsistency 

with labelling provisions for those label elements assessed; and 

• to gather data on other label information of interest. 
 

For the purposes of this survey, interpretation of the new Code, including the depth and scope 

of label assessments, was determined in consultation with FSANZ Staff and the Project 

Team. 

 

Of the 1,273 labels sampled in Stage 1, a total of 1,266 labels were assessed, as some 

products with the same product brand and product name were purchased in both New 

Zealand and Australia.  Sixty five percent of labels appeared to have been produced to the 

requirements of the Australian Food Standards Code, Volume One or the New Zealand Food 

Regulations 1984 (together referred to as the ‘old Code’ in this report). Twenty seven percent 

of the 1,266 labels assessed appeared to have been produced to comply with the new Code, 

with eight percent of labels indeterminable as to which Code was used; these labels were 

assumed to comply with the new Code requirements1, resulting in a total of 35% of Stage 1 

labels (448 labels) being fully assessed.  

 

A total of 1,262 labels were assessed in Stage 2 of the survey.  Of these labels, 9% of labels 

were assessed as being produced to the requirements of the old Code. Eighty five percent of 

labels were assessed as having been produced to the requirements of the new Code and seven 

percent were indeterminable as to which Code was used but, for the purpose of this survey, 

were assumed to have been produced to the requirements of the new Code, resulting in a total 

of 91 % of Stage 2 labels (1153 labels) being fully assessed.   

 

The increase in the percentage of labels appearing to have been produced to the requirements 

of the new Code in Stage 2 was expected, as the new Code had come into sole effect prior to 

the Stage 2 sampling period.   

                                                 
1  The basis for assessment of consistency with labelling provisions in the new Code was the format or presence 

of the nutrition information panel: for those foods exempt from carrying a panel in the new Code it was not 

possible to determine whether the labels were produced to the requirements of the new or old Code. 
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Imported and domestically produced foods were included in the survey, their status 

determined by country of origin information. In Stage 1, the 35% of labels fully assessed 

included 30% (388 labels) that were of domestic origin and 5% (58 labels) that were of 

imported origin. In Stage 2, the 91% of labels fully assessed included 82% (1025 labels) that 

were of domestic origin and 9% (114 labels) that were of imported origin, as indicated in the 

pie charts below. 
 

 

Code used including imported status for 
those produced to new Code Stage 1

Old Code
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New Code 
and 

Indetermina
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 Domestic
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Imported
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Code used including imported status 
for those produced to new Code Stage 2
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New Code 
and 
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Old Code
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In Stage 2, a greater proportion of imported products (25% of total imported foods or 39 

labels) appeared to have been produced to the old Code requirements when compared to local 

products (6% total domestic foods or 68 labels). This is in comparison to Stage 1 where 65% 

of both local and imported products were produced to the old Code requirements.  
 

For those labels that appeared to have been produced to the new Code requirements, a total of 

12 label elements were assessed for consistency with that Code. A label was deemed to be 

‘inconsistent with the new Code’ overall, where one or more label elements were assessed as 

not being consistent with the new Code requirements. The following table provides a 

summary of the percentage consistency (in descending order) with new Code requirements 

for each of the 12 label elements.  
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Label element Stage 1 Stage 2 

 n = 448 n = 1153 

 % Consistency with new Code requirements 
Overall label legibility 92 91

Overall label consistency 15 5

   

Allergen information* (legibility) 100 100

Mandatory advisory statements* (legibility) 100 100

Ingredient declaration* (legibility) 99 99

Usage instructions* (legibility) 100 99

Product name (legibility)  100 99

Storage instructions* 89 93

Date marking* 72 80

Compound ingredients* 71 70

Characterising ingredients* 38 57

Genetically modified foods 1 label assessed - consistent nil labels assessed

Irradiated foods nil labels assessed nil labels assessed

Nutrition information panel* 0 0

Standard NIP 0 0

Minor reasons** 1 0

Intermediate reasons** 51 55

Major reasons** 36 49

Expanded NIP section 1 8

Special NIP 6 4

* Percentages are calculated on the subset of labels that were required/voluntarily provided this information 

** NIPs could be inconsistent for more than one category  

 

 

Of the 448 labels deemed eligible for assessment to the new Code requirements in Stage 1, 

15% of labels were consistent with all label elements assessed.  This figure was lower in 

Stage 2, with only 5% of the 1153 labels assessed consistent overall.  All these cases in both 

Stages were for foods exempt from carrying a nutrition information panel (NIP).  

 

Consistency with the new Code was very high for the following label elements in both 

Stages: 

• label legibility (92% of labels consistent in Stage 1 and 91% of labels consistent in 

Stage 2); 

• allergen declarations (100% in Stage 1 and 100% in Stage 2); 

• ingredient declarations (99% in Stage 1 and 99% in Stage 2);  
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• usage instructions (100% in Stage 1 and 99% in Stage 2); and 

• product name (100% in Stage 1 and 99% in Stage 2). 
 

These percentages were calculated on the subset of labels that required/voluntarily provided 

the information.  
 

For most of the other  label elements assessed, results were similar between the two Stages, 

with the majority of labels being consistent or exempt:   

• storage instructions (89% consistent in Stage 1 and 93% in Stage 2); 

• characterising ingredients (For Stage 1, 35% of labels were inconsistent, 38% were 

consistent and 27% were exempt. For Stage 2, 30% of labels were inconsistent, 57% 

were consistent and 13% were exempt); and 

• date markings (72% consistent in Stage 1 and 80% in Stage 2). 
 
 

Inconsistency with respect to the prescriptive NIP labelling requirements in the new Code 

accounted for most of the labels being assessed as inconsistent overall (94% and 98% of 

inconsistent labels for Stage 1 and Stage 2 respectively were inconsistent for NIPs). NIP 

inconsistencies could be classed as minor, intermediate or major.  These levels of severity of 

inconsistencies were determined according to the potential impact on consumer 

understanding and on consumers’ ability to compare two different labels easily. Labels could 

be inconsistent for more than one severity category. 

 

For standard NIPs, virtually all inconsistent labels (99% of the 346 labels inconsistent for the 

NIP in Stage 1 and 100% of the 1063 labels inconsistent for the NIP in Stage 2) had minor 

inconsistencies when compared to the prescribed format for the NIP in the new Code, such as 

the use of upper case font instead of lower case, lack of borders or punctuation differences. 

There was an improvement in the proportion of labels with intermediate and major 

inconsistencies between Stage 1 and Stage 2. Comparing the two Stages, 49% (Stage 1) and 

45% (Stage 2) had intermediate inconsistencies, such as incorrect position of a column of 

information within the NIP. There was also a decrease in the proportion of labels that had 

major inconsistencies such as a nutrient or heading missing or nutrients in the wrong order. In 

Stage 1, 64% had major inconsistencies, while in Stage 2, 51% had major inconsistencies.  
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Whilst inconsistencies were found for some labels requiring mandatory advisory statements 

(Stage 1) and special NIPs (Stage 1 and Stage 2), due to the small number of products 

requiring such statements sampled in the survey, it was difficult to determine how 

representative these inconsistencies were of the wider population. Genetically modified 

ingredients were declared on one label only in Stage 1 and on no labels in Stage 2.  No labels 

in either Stage declared treatment with ionising radiation.   
 

Additional labelling information that was not mandated by the new Code was also assessed: 

• in both Stages, the majority of labels declared allergens in the ingredient list rather 

than using the option of a ‘food contains allergen’ statement; 

• labels declaring allergens in the ingredient list did not generally choose to emphasise 

the allergens by using bold type face and: 

o in the majority of cases used non-technical terminology; 

o where provided, ‘food contains’ and ‘may contain allergen’ statements, were 

given good prominence on the label; 

• product names and descriptions generally were a good reflection of the true nature of 

products; and 

• a small number of labels providing NIPs declared daily intake information (17% or 60 

labels in Stage 1 and 12% or 130 labels in Stage 2).  A third of these labels in Stage 1 

used the optional percentage daily intake information column whilst in Stage 2, only 

12% used this column.  In both Stages, where percentage daily intake information was 

not given in a column, information was given adjacent to the actual nutrient value. 


